Gain the leadership skills you need in management, planning, finance, policy analysis and ethics to successfully navigate the ever-changing healthcare environment. Learn online on your own time.

- Determine your goals, objectives and strategies as a leader in healthcare
- Improve your organization’s strategic planning process
- Implement change with minimal disruption to internal systems and processes
- Overcome organizational constraints in order to successfully manage information systems
- Consider how future healthcare reform in Vermont and the U.S. might affect your organization
- Understand how the health financing system operates and what it means for your organization

INSTRUCTORS
Our instructors are seasoned professionals with a broad range of experience and diverse viewpoints. They are leaders in the healthcare industry, with backgrounds in hospital administration, information technology, law, government, policy and research.

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR EXPERIENCE
The Professional Certificate in Healthcare Administration consists of 7 online modules completed in 8 weeks. The certificate connects you with the UVM community and a network of peers, beyond your own organization, to serve as a powerful extension of advisors and connectors. In addition, you will gain valuable skills and a foundation of knowledge that you can put to work immediately in your organization.

A 20% price reduction is available for:

- UVM affiliates and their families including alumni, faculty, staff and others
- PMI Champlain Valley Chapter Members

ONLINE MODULES

- Healthcare Policy and Implementation in an Age of Reform
- Healthcare Finance: Where the Money Comes From, Where it Goes, and How it Gets There
- Strategic Planning for Organizational Effectiveness
- Data Based Decision Making: Management by Fact
- The Role of Health Informatics in Reforming the Healthcare System
- Ethics and Compliance for Healthcare
- Creating a Culture of Engagement Through Organizational Learning

PROGRAM FEE INCLUDES
- Instruction
- Online Program Materials
- UVM Certificate of Achievement

PRICING
- Certificate program fee is $1,695